AbstractÐExisting vectorization systems for engineering drawings usually take a two-phase workflow: convert a raster image to raw vectors and recognize graphic objects from the raw vectors. The first phase usually separates a ground truth graphic object that intersects or touches other graphic objects into several parts, thus, the second phase faces the difficulty of searching for and merging raw vectors belonging to the same object. These operations slow down vectorization and degrade the recognition quality. Imitating the way humans read engineering drawings, we propose an efficient one-phase object-oriented vectorization model that recognizes each class of graphic objects from their natural characteristics. Each ground truth graphic object is recognized directly in its entirety at the pixel level. The raster image is progressively simplified by erasing recognized graphic objects to eliminate their interference with subsequent recognition. To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we present experimental results on real-life drawings and quantitative analysis using third party protocols. The evaluation results show significant improvement in speed and recognition rate.
INTRODUCTION
V ECTORIZATION, or raster-to-vector conversion, plays a fundamental role in the process of converting engineering drawings from the paper form to two-dimensional CAD drawings or three-dimensional CAD models. Much research efforts have been spent on this topic with many algorithms proposed and even commercial vectorization products appearing in the last decade. However, it is premature to regard vectorization as a solved problem, as Tombre commented [1] , ªNone of these methods works. ... Actually, the methods do work, but none of them are perfect.º Most existing vectorization methods yield good results if graphic objects are isolated, but are error prone when they intersect or touch one another. The latter situations usually lead to individual ground truth objects being separated into several pieces and recognized vectors being offset from their raster components. Since such errorprone cases are very common in real-life engineering drawings, current research efforts on vectorization should focus on overcoming this problem.
This paper proposes a novel model for vectorization systemÐthe Object-Oriented Progressive-Simplificationbased Vectorization (OOPSV) model. With the idea of progressively simplifying the complexity of raster image as the vectorization proceeds, we propose an integrated set of object-oriented pixel-based vectorization algorithms for various classes of graphic objects in engineering drawings. Its ultimate goal is to recognize graphic objects in complex environments, typically intersecting or touching.
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: Section 2 summarizes existing vectorization methods and analyzes their weaknesses. Section 3 describes the proposed OO representation of engineering drawings and the OOPSV model. Section 4 explains the key algorithms of OO vectorization in detail. Section 5 evaluates OOPSV using third party protocols and analyzes its advantages and current limitations. In the last section, we offer conclusions on the OOPSV system, as well as some future research directions.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Most existing vectorization methods for engineering drawings are based on supervised skeletonization or other median-axis approaches, all of which convert a raster image into some point-chain representation before recognizing the graphic objects. The former includes the various thinning-based vectorization methods [2] , [3] , [4] , and the latter includes contour-based [5] , run-graph-based [6] , [7] , [8] , and pixel-tracking-based methods [9] , [10] .
The thinning-based methods use some iterative erosion approach to peel off boundary pixels until a one-pixel wide skeleton is left. The resulted raster image is then converted to a link-code representation based on the linkages among the skeleton pixels. Next, polygonization is performed to remove redundant skeleton pixels and connect the remaining points by line segments to form point chains. Finally, all graphic objects are recognized by extending and fitting from the point chains. Disadvantages of these methods include lost of line thickness information and difficulty in handling distortions at intersections. The high pixel access frequency and numerous merging operations of short lines also slow down the speed of vectorization.
The contour-based methods first track the contours in the raster image and then detect matchable contours to identify line-like areas. Median axes, mostly represented as point chains, are generated between these contour pairs. The graphic object recognition step is similar with that of thinning-based methods. Although these methods can recognize line thickness, obviously no contour pairs can be found at the intersections. Moreover, in non-line-like areas (intersecting and degraded parts), the matching of contours is usually not one-to-one, but rather one-to-many or even many-to-many, which complicates analysis. Thus, a ground truth graphic object will be separated into several point chains in such situations.
The run-graph-based methods scan the raster image in either row or column direction to calculate the run-length encoding. The runs are then analyzed to generate a graph structure. The midpoint of runs in a line-like area are polygonized to form a point chain, which becomes an edge in the graph structure, and a non-line-like area becomes a node connecting the adjacent edges. Finally, graphic object recognition is performed on the graph structure. These methods are not robust when the quality of raster image is degraded. Moreover, the dependence on the scanning direction leads to unsatisfactory performance for slant lines.
The pixel-tracking-based methods obtain sequences of medial points by tracking along the black pixel area. As an example, we consider the Sparse Pixel Vectorization method (SPV) [9] , which is based on orthogonal zigzag tracking [11] . It starts tracking from any reliable medial point using a predefined tracking step. Each step generates a medial point. Since it only tracks in two directions (row or column), for a slant line, it has to perform zigzag tracking. After the entire image is tracked, the sequences of medial points are polygonized to obtain point chains. There are two cases in which SPV would fail to convert an entire ground truth object into one sequence of medial points [12] : First, tracking terminates if the size of intersections is larger than the tracking step (Fig. 1a) . Second, tracking diverges at some intersections (Fig. 1b) or terminates at critical angles (Fig. 1c) because it must preserve the direction of the first step. Hence, it also needs to search and combine the point chains to rebuild graphic objects. The radical reason for this failure is that the tracking is not guided by the intrinsic direction of objects.
These vectorization methods all separate the conversion from raster to graphic objects into two phases. In the first phase, the input raster image is converted to a low-level rawvector representation, mostly represented as point chains. In the second phase, the raw vectors are analyzed to rebuild ground truth graphic objects, which include straight lines, arcs/circles, symbols, texts, and curves. A typical 2-Phase Vectorization model (2PV) of these methods is shown in Fig. 2 .
The advantage of the 2PV model is that it successfully separates the recognition of graphic objects from the tracking of pixels, but this also introduces some drawbacks. First, handling of distortions at intersections is difficult for all thinning or median-axis approaches. A ground truth line intersecting other objects is separated into several segments. This leads to many searching and merging operations in the second phase. Since vector-based graphic object recognition does not check pixels for evidence of distortions, the inconsistency in the directions among these segments makes the merging more difficult. Consequently, both speed and quality deteriorate. Second, the 2PV model cannot handle well the case of touching graphic objects. An example is shown in Fig. 3 where a horizontal line and a U-shape graphic object touch each other in their middle portions. Since the two parallel lines in the middle portion are so close that their boundary pixels touch each other, they would be converted into only one raw vector (i.e., in Fig. 3 ). If the line extension algorithm employed can distinguish line thickness, the separately recognized raw vectors , , would not be merged; otherwise, they would be merged into one line. But, neither result is correct. Third, existing methods seldom discuss how to handle the point chains after recognizing the corresponding graphic objects. It is reasonable to assume that these point chains are marked rather than removed since some intersecting or touching parts may be useful for subsequent recognition; however, this assumption means that the interference of touching graphic objects exists throughout the entire graphic object recognition process. Some important processes, such as text/graphic segmentation and textbox extraction, are very complex and error prone when working with such a data set. Attempting to eliminate interference of neighboring objects, Hartog et al. [13] proposed to extract a subimage of a graphic object for template matching. Their approach first skeletonizes the larger connected components and then decomposes those skeletons into segments using the branching points as breaking points. For each skeleton segment, its pixels in the original image are reconstructed using the constrained distance transform and stored in a separate bitmap, i.e., subimage, for template matching. By matching in a subimage, interference of other objects is eliminated. However, since the approach works at the level of connected-components, it cannot eliminate the interference of intersecting or touching objects. Moreover, it also breaks a ground truth graphic object into several segments and the process of skeletonization and reconstruction is not efficient for connected-components formed by many graphic objects.
There are two main causes of these disadvantages of the 2PV model. One cause is in the use of point-chain representation. Converting from raster to point chains loses or corrupts the morphological information around intersecting or touching parts, which is irrecoverable by subsequent recognition process. Moreover, simplification of point-chain representation is inconvenient as graphic objects are being recognized, especially when only parts of a point chain are to be removed. In contrast, the recognition at the pixel-level with bitmap data structure meets this requirement. If we construct a bitmap by adding the row indices to the original raster image, accessing a pixel only costs four bitwise logic operations and two comparison operations. This is much more efficient than any link-based data structure (e.g., graph, tree) employed by the pointchain representation. Another cause is that most graphic object recognition algorithms under the 2PV model do not use a guided direction. They first find all medial points of the graphic object to be recognized, then employ some mathematical methods, usually Hough transform or least square method, to obtain a vector that fits these points best. In addition to heavy computation and large memory cost, these algorithms cannot guarantee that the resulted vector would match the image since the accuracy of the vector depends on the reliability of each medial point. Liu and Dori [14] proposed using the current line's shape and style constraints to search for a new component for extension in their line detection algorithm. It thus has better performance than those based on fitting medial points; however, this algorithm is vector-based and falls under the 2PV model, hence its performance is affected by errors during the conversion from raster to raw vectors.
OOPSV MODEL

Overview
To avoid the weaknesses of the 2PV model, we explore an alternative model that is inspired by the way humans read drawings. Humans do not recognize graphic objects in two phases. For humans, recognition directly from image is much easier than from point chains because the morphological information in image is complete, while that in point chains is abstract and may be distorted. When recognizing a graphic object, humans first find its characteristic features (typically, direction and thickness) from the regular (nonintersecting or touching) part, then track the graphic object as far as possible under the guidance of the characteristic features. Since the direction of extension is determined, the extension can easily track through the intersecting and touching parts to recognize a graphic object in its entirety. In a complex environment where several classes of graphic objects appear, humans would first identify objects that have the simplest and most detectable characteristic feature and ignore objects that have been recognized. Therefore, we design the OOPSV model based on the following principles:
1. No skeletonization or median axis approach is performed before the recognition. All graphic objects are recognized from the raster image directly. 2. Graphic objects with simpler and more detectable characteristics should be recognized earlier.
3.
A ground truth graphic object should be entirely recognized in one step. The intrinsic properties of graphic objects should be exploited to guide the recognition. 4. Pixels that belong exclusively to a graphic object should be erased from the image as soon as the object is recognized to decrease the complexity of subsequent recognition.
Class Hierarchy
The rationale of adopting the OO design in the OOPSV model is that each type of graphic objects has its own features and, thus, it should be recognized by its own specialized approach. Agreeing on this point, Dori and Liu [15] proposed an object-process method in their system MDUS. In contrast, their method works at the vector level, while ours works at the pixel level.
In general, an engineering drawing of any domain comprises lines, symbols, and texts. Further, lines include bars (straight lines), arcs (including circles), and noncircular curves.
In accordance with the hierarchy of graphic objects in engineering drawings, we design the inheritance hierarchy shown in Fig. 4 for all the graphic object classes in our OOPSV model.
In each class, the public member function Vectorize() controls the vectorization of the graphic objects associated with that class. The three major steps in the OOPSV model are defined by the virtual functions GetCharacteristic(), Recognize(), and Erase(). Only the classes at the leaf nodes will perform the vectorization of graphic objects. Each of them must implement the three virtual functions according to the distinctive characteristics of the associated class of graphic objects. The member variable m_childClassName contains the names of its child classes. If a class is not a leaf node, the function Vectorize() uses this variable to start the vectorization of its child classes as shown in the following C++ code:
The order of the class names in the variable m_child-ClassName determines the order in which the child classes are vectorized. The static function NewChildClass() of the class GraphicObject creates a new instance of a class according to the input class name and returns the pointer to that instance. Therefore, the vectorization of an entire engineering drawing can be done by simply calling the root class.
GraphicObject processor; processor.Vectorize();
The object-oriented recognition approach has three advantages. First, since each class of graphic objects has its individual characteristic, this approach allows us to design the most efficient recognition algorithm for each class. Second, the object-oriented process of recognition and deletion forms the basis of the progressive simplification. Third, this approach is very convenient for adding new object classes and for adjusting the order of processing the classes.
Characteristic Analysis
The order of vectorizing the classes of graphic objects is derived from principle 2 and their characteristics comparison in Table 1 . Their characteristics are increasingly more complex toward the bottom of the table. Bars have selfsimilarity, i.e., the characteristic of a bar in its regular part is the same as its global characteristic. This is also true for arcs. The other classes do not have this feature so they are more difficult to detect. Especially for symbols and texts, detecting their characteristics with interference from lines is unreliable; however, after recognizing and erasing bars and arcs, their characteristics will become clearer.
Based on the characteristic analysis, the workflow of the OOPSV model is shown in Fig. 5 . Obviously, the raster image is simplified progressively as the vectorization progresses. Furthermore, with the simple-to-complex order of recognizing graphic objects, the detected characteristics of simple graphic objects can be utilized to improve the efficiency of detecting complex objects, as discussed in the following section.
OBJECT-ORIENTED VECTORIZATION ALGORITHMS
Our object-oriented vectorization algorithms convert the pixels covered by a graphic object directly into its vector format and erases these pixels without damaging the pixels of the other objects. As shown in the definition of Vectorize(), the vectorization algorithm for each graphic object has three steps: detect the characteristics of the graphic object, recognize the entire object under the guidance of the detected characteristics, and erase the object from the raster image.
Bar Vectorization Algorithm
OOPSV uses the Line Network Oriented Vectorization (LNOV) method [16] to vectorize all bars. LNOV in turns uses the Global Line Vectorization (GLV) algorithm to vectorize a bar in its entirety. It uses the geometric relation among lines in a line network to optimize the vectorization of intersecting bars. For completeness, we briefly review the GLV algorithm here.
Seed Segment Detection
The GLV algorithm finds a seed segment to identify the characteristics of a bar. A seed segment is a rectangular area, possibly slanted, on a regular part of a bar in the raster image; it captures the direction and the thickness of the bar. There are three quantitative conditions for a seed segment. First, the ratio of length to width must be k (we set k R); small ratios do not characterize a bar well, while larger ratios mean larger detection cost. Second, the percentage of black pixels in the rectangular area must be larger than 90 percent. Third, the numbers of black pixels on the two sides of the long axis, x I Y x P , must be similar, i.e., jx I À x P j`HXHS Â x I x P ; a similar condition applies to the numbers on both sides of the short axis.
The seed segment detection process scans the entire image using a mesh. On encountering a black pixel, it searches the connected pixel area for a seed segment satisfying the quantitative conditions. It may skip over the irregular parts within the searching scope to find a seed segment. As shown in Fig. 6a , the detection starts from pixel ªAº and searches for regular runs (in row or column direction) along the connected area. Black dots are the medial points of the regular runs found. Detection continues until the number of continuous regular runs found satisfies the predefined length-to-width ratio, or when the predefined maximum searching scope is exceeded. If an irregular run is encountered, the count of regular runs is reset.
Direction-Guided Tracking
The seed segment of a bar gives its direction (i.e., direction of the long axis) and thickness (i.e., length of the short axis). The following direction-guided tracking process uses the direction to guide the tracking of the entire bar. The tracking attempts to extend toward two opposite directions of the seed segment. Knowing the direction, we can generate the coordinates of the pixels lying on that tracking path with a very low computation cost by using a standard line rasterization algorithm, called Bresenham algorithm [17] . Tracking continues in a direction on the condition that the pixels on the path are black and that the lengths (v) of the perpendicular runs are similar to or longer than (at irregular parts) the thickness ( ) of the seed segment (Fig. 6b) . To tolerate some degree of degradation, we set this condition to be v b HXS Â . With the direction of extension determined, unlike other methods, this method will not stop extending at the irregular parts of the path. During the extension, minor direction adjustment is done to correct possible offset or rotation of the seed segment. This ensures that a seed segment can be sufficiently extended to cover a ground truth bar. After getting an entire bar, the correct line thickness is calculated by averaging the lengths of those perpendicular runs that are similar to the thickness of the seed segment.
The tracking can also cross white gaps that are shorter than the predefined gap width. All the black and white segments are recorded sequentially as the tracking progresses. After completing the tracking in both directions, the style of the bar can be determined by analyzing the regularity of the black and white segments on the whole path in the following way. If there are more than one black segments, the segment sequence is compared with the patterns of nonsolid bar styles (currently, we include only dashed bars and dash-dotted bars). If there are any mismatched segments, they are eliminated if v b P Â since this means that they belong to other intersecting lines. Finally, the line style is determined by calculating the matching percentage, which must be higher than 90 percent. Therefore, a nonsolid bar is also vectorized in its entirety. 
Intersection Preserving Deletion
Theoretically, the pixel deletion operation is defined as H À e e f, where and H are the images before and after deletion, respectively. A is the pixels of the recognized bar to be erased and B is the pixels of other objects to be vectorized.
For isolated bars, the deletion operation is easy. However, when the bar intersects other objects, it is infeasible to calculate the precise part of the intersection to be preserved because the other objects are not recognized yet. Hence, GLV uses an approach based on detecting the contours of branches at intersections and analyzing their trends (directions) toward the bar (dashed arrows in Fig. 6c ). If there are branches on both sides of the recognized bar, use the trends of the contours to determine the boundaries of pixels to be preserved; otherwise, erase the half of the recognized bar that has no branches to the midline and process the other half using the trends of the contours on that side.
Line Network Optimization
A line network is defined as a group of connected lines. It is not necessary to detect a seed segment for every bar in a line network. While erasing a bar, its intersections are analyzed to quickly determine the characteristics of other intersecting bars. If an intersection has only one other bar, the direction and thickness of the new bar can be detected easily, thus skipping the seed-segment detection step for this bar. Ideally, the vectorization of a line network only requires detecting one seed segment. This obviously optimizes the bar vectorization process.
After completing bar vectorization, bars that are too short and isolated, excluding dashed bars, will remain in the image. They include dashed arcs, short bars of symbols, and characters.
Arc Vectorization Algorithm
Most existing arc vectorization algorithms [18] , [19] are based on approximating from point chain. For example, Moura and Kitney [18] used a least square method to fit an arc. However, this process is sensitive to deformation in the point chain and, thus, causes the resulting arc to offset from its raster image. Amir [19] uses circular Hough transform to find the center of circular point chain. On the condition that most points are in proper positions, this algorithm can yield a well-matched arc. However, circular Hough transform requires more computation and memory space (3D transform space instead of 2D space in linear Hough transform), it is not efficient for vectorizing engineering drawings.
Other methods can be classified into vector-based methods and pixel-based methods. Perpendicular Bisector Tracing algorithm [20] and Incremental Arc Segmentation algorithm (IAS) [21] are examples of vector-based methods. IAS is a stepwise extension algorithm, which uses the shape and style of the current arc as constraints to select a new fragment to be appended to the current arc. IAS is a robust algorithm for raw-vector-to-arc conversion; however, for raster-to-arc conversion, its performance is affected by the information loss and distortions introduced during the raster-to-raw-vector conversion; that is, the resulting arc fits the component vectors well, but not necessarily fits its raster image well. Pixel-based methods have complete information, hence they could get the fittest result. But without a guidance direction, the pixel tracking will be fooled by noise or pixels of other objects. Wei [22] proposed a distanceconstrained pixel-tracking algorithm for arcs, which selects the next pixel to be the one whose distance to the arc center is closest to the radius. This algorithm can track through intersections due to the distance constraint, but the distance computations slow down the tracking and there is no adjustment to the initial arc parameters (center and radius).
The arc vectorization algorithm proposed in this paper follows the same idea as in GLV. It tracks an arc along a circular path, which is generated by the efficient Bresenham algorithm for circles [17] . The dynamic adjustment to arc parameters is performed during the tracking to get the fittest arc. This algorithm can handle circles as well.
Seed Segment Detection for Arcs
Arc vectorization does not need to scan the image again to find arcs. The bar vectorization step produces a collection of seed segments that failed to be extended to a bar. Their corresponding bitmaps are still in the remaining image. We temporarily mark those seed segments that failed due to both the following features as Potential Arc Positions (PAPs):
1. While a seed segment is extended, the black pixel areas on two sides of the extending path get more asymmetric. 2. The excluded parts of the black pixel area in the two extension directions are on the same side of the seed segment. The characteristics of an arc are captured in an arc segment that is composed of three connected bar segments whose perpendicular bisectors meet at about the same point (Fig. 7a) . Its detection starts from a PAP and determines two nearest PAPs that are connected to the first PAP at the pixel level. The two nearest PAPs may be on two different sides of the first PAP or on the same side (when the first PAP is at an end of an arc). If the three PAPs satisfy the arc segment condition, the initial arc center y, radius r, line thickness , and two endpoints I , P can be calculated.
Circular Tracking and Dynamic Adjustment
The arc-tracking algorithm uses the Bresenham algorithm for circles to generate the tracking path points. The tracking begins from an arc segment, parameterized by y, I and P , and extends it from P along the circular direction I 3 P . If successful, the tracking yields an extended arc with updated y and P . If it returns a circle, the tracking finishes; otherwise, we interchange I and P and track in another direction. After the tracking finishes, we remove all the PAPs located on this recognized arc from the collection. The algorithm for tracking along the circular direction I 3 P is described below (Fig. 7b) Check if the tracking indeed reaches the end of the arc, or was terminated due to the path being deviated from the median axis. Try to find the median axis of the path as follows: Let the last point on the path be P (Fig. 7b) . Use Bresenham algorithm for straight lines to generate a line along the direction from y to P. Determine the pixel length (v) of the black pixel run containing P on the line. If this length is similar to the thickness ( ) of the current arc segment (i.e., HXS Â `v`IXS Â ), the pixel run is called a regular run; otherwise, it is called an irregular run. Compute the midpoint of the pixel run if it is a regular run. Retract the tracking path from P, repeat the process of determining if the current pixel run is regular and, if so, compute its midpoint until the current path point coincides with the computed midpoint or when P is reached. Let H denote the midpoint of the first regular run and let i denote the first path point that coincides with a midpoint. If the number of regular runs is more than half of the number of retracted points, link the recorded midpoints to form the median axis of the pixel area, go to item (a) to compare the path with the median axis and adjust it if necessary. If the number of regular runs is too small to form the median axis before reaching P , use item (c) to find other regular runs ahead.
a. If the entire path is close to the median axis (i.e., each path point and its corresponding medianaxis point are identical or are eight-connectedneighbors), the end of the arc is reached. Set P to be P and terminate the tracking. Otherwise, the path could have ended due to deviation from the median axis, go to item (b) for more detailed checking and possible adjustment. b. Use I , P , and H to generate a new testing arc and check if the entire arc is in the same black pixel area. If so, H is better than P to form the arc, go to Step (3) to update the arc parameters; otherwise, adjustment is not needed (Fig. 7c) . Set P to be i and terminate the tracking. c. Check whether the irregular runs can be skipped over by tracking ahead. Extend forward from P along the tracking path for x steps, where x winimum (20, arc length subtending a S central angle), to find a regular run. If a regular run is found, use its midpoint as H ; set i to be P , and go to item (b); otherwise, terminate the tracking. 3. Dynamic adjustment. Use I , P , and H to generate the new center point y, then set P to be H and redo the tracking from Step 1. Since the arc is extended after each time it is adjusted, the state yY I Y P will not be repeated during the tracking, which implies that the tracking will not loop forever. This algorithm can track through intersecting or touching parts successfully due to the direction guidance. The dynamic adjustment guarantees that the resulting arc matches its raster image well.
Arc Deletion
Basing on the fact that a short segment of an arc is linear, the deletion of arcs is implemented using the deletion of bars. Referring to an arc of radius r subtending an angle shown in Fig. 8 , we define the distance d between the midpoint of the arc and that of its chord to represent their difference. It is easy to show that d is a function of r and as follows:
To ensure accurate deletion, we require that d I. Therefore, for a given r, we compute the maximum angle in radians, % IVH r % R , that makes d I as follows:
By dividing an arc path into pieces such that each piece subtends a central angle of r , we ensure that each piece is flat enough to be treated as a bar. The length of each piece is calculated as the integer part of r Â r. The deletion algorithm for bars is then performed on every piece so that the arc is also erased with intersections preserved.
Dashed Arc Vectorization
We derive the algorithm for vectorizing dashed arcs from that of vectorizing solid arcs. The algorithm searches for dashed arc segments from the collection of failed bar seed segments after the solid arc vectorization has reduced its size. A dashed arc segment consists of three isolated bar segments that meet the following conditions:
1. The segments have similar length, denoted SEG_LEN. 2. The gaps between the neighbouring segments also have similar length, denoted GAP_LEN. 3. The perpendicular bisectors of the three segments meet at about the same point. After finding a valid dashed arc segment, the tracking follows the same steps described in Section 4.2.2. However, there are three differences. First, the tracking will continue and skip over those gaps whose lengths are less than GAP_LEN when it reaches the end of a solid arc. Second, the tracking will stop if it encounters a black segment whose length is larger than IXS Â iq vix and set the last black segment as the end of the dashed arc. Third, the process of matching the pattern of dashed arcs with the segment sequence is similar to that for dashed bars. This algorithm can handle dashed arcs and dash-dotted arcs.
Symbol Vectorization Algorithm
Symbols in engineering drawings can be divided into two classes: one containing the common symbols and the other containing the domain-specific symbols. For vectorizing the former class, OOPSV both searches for environmental evidence at the vector level and matches shape at the pixel level; for the latter class, OOPSV uses a generic templatebased algorithm that takes as input the result of linevectorization since most graphic components of symbols have been vectorized by the line vectorization process. Before commencing symbol vectorization, all the connected components that remain in the raster image are traced and the position indices of the recognized lines are generated to speed up subsequent searching by position. The position indices are constructed by partitioning the whole image into SIP Â SIP blocks and storing for each block the pointers to those objects that are either completely or partially inside this block.
Common Symbol Vectorization
Sincecommonsymbolsalwayshavesmallsizes,theyaremuch easier to be stained or degraded. The vectorization algorithm should identify a symbol by its environmental condition defined by cartography rather than by strict shape conditions. This section considers the arrowhead as an example of common symbols to describe the process. First, we identify those connected components that satisfy the size threshold of an arrowhead as candidates. Second, according to cartography, an arrowhead must be at the end of a bar (3 ) or at the intersection of two bars (3j2 ). For each candidate, search for bars in its neighborhood to find whether such environmental evidence exists. If it exists, check the shape of this candidate with looser shape conditions; otherwise, drop this candidate. Finally, erase the connected components that have been recognized as arrowheads and combine the recognized arrowhead and its associated bar to become an arrow.
Template-Based Domain-Specific Symbol Recognition
Each engineering domain has a collection of special symbols. It is difficult and inextensible to write different code for each special symbol. OOPSV uses template definition to separate the recognition of a type of symbols from recognition of specific individual symbols. A template contains the component graphic objects of a type of symbol and their geometric relations. The template-based domain-specific symbol recognition algorithm first selects candidate lines by size threshold, then matches lines with the specification of template. If some short components cannot be found, we also try to detect them from the raster image using specific characteristic defined in the template. Since the text has not yet been recognized, the text component detection involves detecting the existence of text-like bitmap in the image and not recognizing them. After a symbol is successfully recognized, we remove the components from the line collection and erase the pixels of the detected components, except the text components, from the raster image. Since some short bars and arcs do not have enough characteristics to be vectorized, this algorithm detects components in both pixel level and vector level, which is different from other generic symbol recognition algorithms, such as the one proposed in [23] . Currently, the symbol template library for testing this algorithm contains 16 types of symbols in construction engineering domain. 
Text Vectorization Algorithm
The difficulty of text recognition in engineering drawings stems from having texts that touch graphic objects, characters that touch each other, multidirectional nature of texts, numerous font styles and sizes, and noise introduced during scanning. These factors complicate the correct extraction of textboxes. Since the text recognition rate largely depends on the accuracy of textboxes, the segmentation of text from mixed text/graphic environment plays a very important part in the recognition [24] . Text segmentation in engineering drawings is a complicated process due to the multiple sizes, orientations, and font styles. Fletcher and Kasturi [25] proposed a robust text segmentation algorithm based on the analysis of connected components. It can extract the textboxes of isolated texts efficiently; however, it misses texts that touch graphic objects. Dori and Liu [15] proposed a vector-based text segmentation algorithm, which starts from any short vector and gathers other nearby short vectors on the condition that the union of the bounding rectangles of these vectors satisfies a predefined threshold for the size of character box (hereafter, abbreviated as charbox). It then extracts textboxes from these charboxes by their spatial relations. This algorithm improves the extraction of textboxes from complex environment, but it still misses those strokes that touch other graphic objects. Moreover, for a drawing having many font sizes, using a single size threshold will cause the connected small characters to be combined or big characters to be separated. Thus, interference of other graphic objects is still a major difficulty in text segmentation.
OOPSV eliminates this interference by performing intersection-preserving deletion of the recognized graphic objects. The deletion implicitly performs the text segmentation so that the difficulty of selecting threshold is avoided. Since the image has been simplified to contain only the bitmaps of text, it facilitates textbox extraction. OOPSV uses a bar-direction-based textbox extraction algorithm. The idea is that the direction of a text string is either horizontal or parallel to a nearby bar called a reference bar. As the horizontal direction of a drawing is not necessarily that of the scanned image, we let the direction of the longest bar be the horizontal direction of the drawing. Furthermore, since some parts of a multiline text may be far from its reference bar, the direction of a segmented string may also be the reference direction.
As an example, we refer to part of a real-life construction drawing shown in Fig. 9 . Since the gaps between the strings is not significantly larger than the gaps between the individual characters, the textboxes can be either horizontal or vertical if they are judged only according to the spatial distribution of charboxes. However, by referring to the nearby bar, the direction is found to be vertical. The string ª3Y10-300º does not have a reference bar, but its direction can be determined by referring to the segmented string ª4Y10-200.º Thus, this algorithm extracts textboxes more accurately than those algorithms that use only spatial analysis. The texts that have neither reference bar nor reference text are segmented in the horizontal direction of the drawing.
After getting the correct textboxes, the text images are extracted and passed to the OCR module, which could be implemented by any omni-font OCR algorithm, such as [26] .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have implemented a system based on the OOPSV model and the proposed vectorization algorithms for various classes of graphic objects. It is written in VC++, and runs on Windows 9X and Windows NT platforms. In this section, we present the performance evaluation in terms of experimental results with real-life drawings and quantitative analysis using third party protocols.
Experimental Results
Most of our test data are scanned construction engineering drawings. Fig. 10 shows a typical process of OOPSV on a construction engineering drawing. Fig. 10a shows a fraction of a drawing containing bars, a circle, symbols, and texts. The small triangles indicate fillings. Fig. 10b is the result after bar vectorization. All bars, including dashed bars and dashdotted bars, are successfully recognized; some bar components of domain-specific symbols are also vectorized. Other objects, such as circle and text, are left untouched. The pixels of the recognized bars are then erased. This isolates the circle and texts that were earlier connected to some bars. Thus, the circle is successfully recognized and matches its bitmap well, as shown in Fig. 10c . During the symbol recognition step, components of symbols are detected both from vectorized bars and from the image (Fig. 10d) . The image left for text recognition is much simpler than the original image. In addition to the simplified image, text extraction also uses the directions of bars as references. A text string that do not have a reference bar or a reference text is extracted in the horizontal direction of the drawing (Fig. 10e) . Triangles and dots are not extracted as isolated characters because they cannot meet the conditions of size and of the width-to-height ratio of charbox in horizontal direction.
We have tested more than 100 drawings. The typical results in terms of recognition rate and speed of complete auto-vectorization are listed in Table 2 , which are classified according to the sizes of the drawings. The raster image of an A0 drawing scanned at 300 dpi is about ITY HHH Â IPY HHH pixel P , which is about 15 MB. Other drawing sizes are increasingly smaller: en I enaP. We only consider vectorization of bars, arcs, and textboxes in this evaluation since they are the most common graphic objects in drawings. The speed in this table is tested on a PC with PIII 500 CPU and 128 MB RAM. To make the evaluation results more comparable, we also use four common contest drawings [27] to test our method and list the results in Table 3 .
The speed of complete auto-vectorization is high because we get rid of the time-consuming postprocessing and that all the pixel-tracking algorithms are based on the efficient Bresenham algorithm. Since the interference among touching graphic objects is eliminated, the recognition rate (especially of textboxes) is raised significantly.
Evaluation Using Combined Detection Index
Liu and Dori [28] computed the detection rates and false alarm rates at both the pixel level and vector level and used these detection qualities and line-length weightings to arrive at a Combined Detection Index (CDI). We also use CDI to evaluate the quality of the line detection in our system, including bars, arcs and curves. Here, we state the indices used in this protocol. . , , and are all set as 0.5 in this evaluation. In this protocol, higher ghs indicates better performance. As shown in Table 4 , OOPSV gives CDI that are higher than 0.9 for all the four sizes of drawings. This shows that our line detection algorithms have high performance in terms of both shape preservation and complete object conversion. In large drawings, the pixel false alarm rate p p is relatively high because some strokes of large characters were mis-recognized as lines; however, the vector detection rate h v remains high since our line vectorization algorithms can convert most lines in their entirety.
Evaluation of Editing Cost
Chhabra and Philips [29] pointed out that the cost of vectorization should be measured by how much work an operator would have to perform to clean up the results of auto-vectorization. They defined the editing cost as follows:
where onePmny is the count of one ground truth object being converted into many objects and mnyPone is the count of many objects being converted into one. In [29] , w I and w P are set to 1; however, w Q and w R are not indicated due to their complexity. In this evaluation, we sum the number ªmanyº in all the onePmny (respectively, mnyPone) errors and substitute that value for w Q Á onePmny (respectively, w R Á mnyPone).
Other than correcting errors after the entire auto-vectorization process is completed, OOPSV allows for a more functional way to correct errors between vectorizing different classes of graphics objects. The operator can pause the autovectorization after vectorizing a class of graphic objects, correct the errors produced in that step, then resume the autovectorization. Table 5 shows the editing cost of OOPSV; it also compares the costs of performing the editing in two ways: 1) one-off correction and 2) stepwise correction. The unit in Table 5 is the workload of adding or deleting a vector. Table 5 shows two facts. First, OOPSV has few onePmny errors because it can recognize one ground truth graphic object in one step without separating it. This has a significant effect on decreasing the editing cost. Second, the stepwise correction manner efficiently decreases the cumulative errors so that the total editing cost is further decreased.
We have evaluated the editing cost of OOPSV by compared with the demo version of VPStudio (Fig. 11) , which is one of the most well-known commercial vectorization software. After line vectorization, both of them can recognize most lines (note that the directions of lines in Fig. 11c have been adjusted to be strictly vertical or horizontal). However, VPStudio also produces many spurious short lines and distorts the texts since it is based on the thinning algorithm, which leads to higher editing cost. OOPSV vectorizes lines correctly with little misrecognition, which is an advantage of object-oriented line vectorization algorithm.
Analysis of Evaluation Results
The above evaluation results show that OOPSV has significantly improved the speed and recognition rate of vectorization. The speed up of the auto-vectorization is due to the following factors:
1. OOPSV does not need any skeletonization or median-axis approach. 2. Bars and arcs are vectorized in one step by tracking pixels efficiently and, thus, a large number of searching and fitting operations are avoided. 3. The line network vectorization algorithm is optimized by directly detecting the next intersecting bar, which greatly speeds up the vectorization since bars constitute the majority of the graphic objects in most drawings. 4. The image data is progressively simplified and, thus, reduces useless detection. The recognition rate is improved due to the following factors:
1. The interference from the intersecting and touching graphic components is minimized by the progressive simplification.
2.
The vectorization algorithm for each type of graphic object is designed based on its inherent characteristics and, thus, is goal-directed and noise tolerant. 3. The pixel-tracking algorithms ensure that the resulting vectors fit the corresponding bitmap. Like any pattern recognition algorithm, OOPSV has some limitations, which are listed below:
1. This model is most efficient for engineering drawings and other sparse line drawings, e.g., tables and diagrams. For drawings that contain dense short lines and filled objects, its performance is less satisfactory. 2. The line vectorization algorithms of OOPSV, including the bar tracking algorithm and arc tracking algorithm, have a limitation of line thickness; that is, the line thickness must be larger than one pixel. Since these algorithms works at the pixel level, lines that are too thin have too little morphological information to distinguish the ground truth information from the interferential information. The seed segment detection does not accept a segment of one pixel thick. Some synthetic drawings may contain lines of one pixel thick, which these algorithms will miss. However, this limitation has proven to be not critical in real-life drawings since the thinnest line (0.01 inch) is converted to a line of three pixels thick when scanned at 300dpi. 3. Since an arc segment consists of three PAPs, arcs that are too short cannot be detected.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the OOPSV model for vectorizing engineering drawings and proposes individual vectorization algorithms for various classes of graphic objects. Its main advantages include: 1) the vectorization algorithms are tailored for different classes of graphic objects following the idea of using the intrinsic properties of graphic objects to guide the recognition to increase efficiency; 2) raster image is simplified progressively to decrease the image data being processed and, thus, the complexity of the vectorization; 3) all pixel-tracking algorithms are based on Bresenham algorithms to be time-efficient. Further research of our system will focus on improving current limitations and the contextual analysis. The symbol template library should be expanded to make the system applicable to multidomain engineering drawings.
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